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Vocabulary
appeal – a legal step taking a case from a lower court to a higher one for review
affidavit – a sworn statement made by someone who will not be at the trial
cross-examines –questions a witness a second time to discredit earlier answers
perpetrator – one who committed a criminal act
stoolies – stool pigeons, slang for police informers
faggot – slang for homosexual
hostile – an unfriendly or non-cooperating witness; a witness called by the other side
sustained –allowed to stand in a court proceeding
overruled – not allowed to stand in a court proceeding
leading –suggesting answers to a witness during testimony
holding pen – a place where prisoners are kept outside a courtroom
apprehended – caught

1. The diary connects Steve’s life as seen in the film and his life in court and jail. Why
does the author keep flipping back and forth between these two worlds?

2. Why do prison guards take away prisoners’ belts and shoelaces?

3. Steve notices that other prisoners resemble him. In what way do they resemble him?

4. What do you think Steve’s dream means?

5. Detective Williams tells Detective Karyl that the judge might give Steve “25 to life”
instead of a sentence of life in prison without parole. (Pg. 72) What would be the
reasoning behind this?

6. The scene with the conversation between Detectives Karyl and Williams about
possible punishments for Steve is followed by the scene of Steve on death row. What
is the purpose of these scenes, and why are they together?
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7. What testimony does Detective Karyl give about fingerprints?

8. Why does Asa Briggs keep questioning Detective Karyl about fingerprints?

9. What explanation does Steve give Kathy O’Brien for being handcuffed to the bench
in the court waiting room?

10. Kathy O’Brien tells Steve that half of the jury already thinks he is guilty. What
reasons does she give for this?

11. Why does the author include the scene of Osvaldo Cruz claiming that Steve goes to a
“faggot school”? (Pg. 80)

12. What does Mrs. Harmon supply for Steve?

13. Why does Kathy O’Brien want Steve to see the pictures of Mr. Nesbitt?

14. Why does the author have Steve comment on the school students in the courtroom?
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15. Kathy O’Brien asks Osvaldo Cruz if he is in a gang, and he says no. Then she asks
him about the Diablos and he admits he is a member. What is the significance of this?

16. What does someone have to do to become a member of the Diablos?

17. What were Mr. Harmon’s dreams for Steve?

18. After Mr. Harmon leaves, Steve writes in his journal. What does he say about the
crime?

19. What does Steve write about the interview with his father?

20. In what way does Mr. Harmon represent public opinion or the opinions that might be
held among the jury?

21. Two newscasters are included in the screenplay. Comment on how they do their jobs.
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22. What is Steve’s reaction when he sees the first TV news report on the robbery?

23. What does Mayor Giuliani say about violent crime?

24. Who takes Steve away?
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